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Hotel Sackmann, Baiersbronn

The new Wellness Oasis in Romantik Hotel Sackmann in the heart of the Black Forest. Founded in 1927 and now in the hands of the
third generation, the feel-good idea dominates here – an inexhaustible variety of aromas for all tastes.

Top chef Jörg Sackmann has fulfilled a well-
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spruce sauna. Fitness, massage and rest
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1000 m²

rooms, ayurveda applications and an indoor
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Linear diffuser
system:

INDUL linear diffusers
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ness dream in his Romantik Hotel in the Black
Forest. In cooperation with the world’s leading

wellness architects Vögele, a variety of aromatic thermal baths with a stylish ambiance
has been created over an area of 1,000 m² in
which the proprietor’s culinary leitmotiv is
clearly evident. The favoured aromas from
Sackmann’s culinary arts find expression in
the spa area, whether in flower and herb steam
baths, the Himalaya salt-stone sauna, or the
wine and honey vaporised in the Finnish kelo

swimming pool round off your options. Here, it
is not a matter of checking in, but of arriving
and feeling well cared for in body and soul.
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Function linear diffuser INDUL
The supply air is divided into fine individual jets which distribute the supply air
into the room at an angle of 45° alternately to the left and to the right. The
result is an especially uniform air distribution with an optimal diffuse ambient air
flow, and no noticeable draughts.

System advantages
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Linear diffuser INDUL in Aqua rest room
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Completely draught-free air distribution
Low diffuser widths, from 15 mm
Unobtrusive installation in
ceiling joints
Temperature differences up to -14 K
Light, clean ceilings due to fine-jet
characteristics
Simple, quick and clean installation
in all ceiling systems
Special installation kit for plaster ceilings
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Optimised air-conditioning technology and design are inseparable when it is a question of comfort. An attractive ceiling design
and a quiet, space-saving and
reliable air-conditioning system
need to harmonise with each
other. Especially in a wellness
area, an optimised air-condi
tioning system is a prerequisite
for guests’ well-being. Here everything has to be spot on: comfortable warmth, low ambient air
velocities, and the right illumination. Bathing and rest rooms,
saunas, massage centres and
cooled areas, and, not least,
compliance with regional and
international standards for use of
energy and air-conditioning systems. Here the demands of a
hotel and its guests know no
limits.
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Feel-good climate in wellness
area

Linear diffuser INDUL in the swimming pool area
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